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My Pet Protection plan highlights for dogs and cats

My Pet Protection covers so much, it’s easier to say what’s not covered:

Pre-existing Breeding Grooming Nail trim Some policy exclusions may apply. Wellness, routine 
and preventive care covered with My Pet Protection 
with Wellness® policy.Boarding Waste disposal Wellness, routine and preventive care

Just two questions
to determine cost: state and species

Preferred pricing
does not increase due to pet age or breed

Exclusive plans
not available to the general market

Cash back on eligible vet bills
after $250 annual deductible is met

Choice of reimbursement
50%, 70% and 90% options

$7,500 benefit
to use that renews each year in full
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Go online

Go to your company’s custom 
landing page or search on 
PetsNationwide.com for your 
company name to start a quote

Answer two questions

Pricing is determined based on 
just two factors:

• Pet species

• Zip code

Choose a product

Preferred pricing for group 
products displayed

Enter payment

Enter necessary information to 
complete purchase

Enrollment available by 
phone at 877-738-7874

Benefit enrollment 
open year round

Each pet is issued 
an individual policy

Payroll deduction 
waives $2 monthly fee









Frequently asked questions
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Insurance terms, definitions and explanations are intended for informational purposes only and do not in any way replace or modify the definitions and information 
contained in individual insurance contracts, policies or declaration pages, which are controlling.

Can I still use my vet?

Absolutely! You can visit any licensed 
veterinarian in the world–even specialists 
and emergency providers.

Do I need to re-enroll for this benefit 
every year?
No. Once enrolled, the policy will renew 
automatically each year.

What are pre-existing conditions?

Pre-existing conditions mean any illness or 
injury that a pet had before coverage on a pet 
insurance policy began.

Are pre-existing conditions covered?

Just like all pet insurers, we do not cover pre-
existing conditions.

The good news is that not all pre-existing 
conditions are excluded permanently. If you 
have medical records from your vet showing 
that your pet’s condition has been cured for 
at least six months, you may be able to get it 
covered.




